
TIPS AND TRAINING FOR MANAGERS

Playbook: Managing Across the Generations

Identifying the Motivators
When considering the characteristics
identified with each generation, there is
certainly a danger of stereotyping-not
every person will reflect the exact char-
acteristics attributed to his or her gen-
eration-but understanding those char-
acteristics and how they could impact
the success of your communications
and relationships may prove helpful.
But far more important than the

characteristics are the motivators. Un-
derstanding the characteristics will only
help you understand why employees
may behave or react the way they do.
Understanding what motivates each
generation differently can help you
understand how to get employees to
perform or respond they way you want
them to (Table 2).

characteristics of those multi-genera-
tional employees can be a valuable tool
in creating a more satisfied workforce
and stretching those tenure statistics to
the limits. Do you know where your
workforce fits in (Table I)?

Adapt Your Style,
Adjust Expectations
One particular speaker at the SHRM
conference made the provocative state-
ment that all employee performance
problems stem from managers' failures
to adapt, stating further that an em-
ployee does not have to change to be
successful and a manager should never
expect an employee to change. It's the

The New Tenure
My father worked for General Motors
for 33 years. That kind of loyalty and
longevity is rare in today's labor mar-
ket. When I began my career in human
resources 17 years ago, a resume with
more than three jobs across 10 years
was considered that of a job-hopper
and summarily dismissed.
Statistics may vary, but they collec-

tively report that the average Genera-
tion Y employee remains in a job for
3.3 years and a Generation X employee
for 3.8 years. Even the steadfast Baby
Boomers are now only averaging about
eight years.
Across all generations, the average

tenure with a single employer has
dropped over the past five years from
15 years to just four years.
Knowing where your individual

workforce fits in and understanding the

Table One: A Generational Cross-Section

I
recently attended a Society for
Human Resources Management
(SHRM) state conference, and
the number of educational ses-
sions about the Generation Y

workforce, succession planning, turn-
over trends, and retention strategies
told a story all their own, without even
hearing the first speaker. It's no revela-
tion that today's workforce is markedly
different from those of decades past
and managers must adapt to the needs
of that evolving workforce if they are
to keep a competitive edge or, in some
cases, simply survive.

Knowing what

motivates employees

to excel is the key to

effectively managing

the multi-generational

workplace.

By Lauren Yost

Generation Born National Workforce Average Tenure (Years)

Matures/Builders 1920-1945 5% 15 plus

Baby Boomers 1946-1964 45% 6-12

Generation X 1965-1979 30% 3-5

Generation Y 1980-2000 20% 2-4
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* Wikipedia defines a "helicopter parent" as a person who is overly attentive to his or her
child(ren), rushing to prevent any harm or failure from befalling them.

Table Two: Defining the Generations

behaviors of today's workforce are
diverse and constantly evolving. To
facilitate the greatest success, effective
managers must recognize these charac-
teristics and motivators-withholding

judgment-to facilitate success for
themselves as well as for their staff.

Motivators

Want to be mentors, seek
fulfillment through second
career, need experience to be
respected

Need to work (career=identity),
search for success,satisfied by
full engagement

Expect recognition for ambition,
work-life balance as valuable as
cash, want to do it their way

Idealistic, hungry for frequent
feedback, seek freedom as a sign
of respect and trust

Lauren Yost is NRPA's director of human
resources. E-mail: lyost@nrpa.org.

Value consistency, conformers,
disciplined, respectful of the
past

Characteristics

High-tech, confident,
independent, attached to home
and helicopter parents*

Optimistic, team players,
uncomfortable with conflict,
self-centered

Pragmatic, informal, frustrated,
confident with technology

Generation

Matures/Builders

Baby Boomers

Generation Y

Generation X

manager's job to change, he asserted,
"That's why we make the big bucks:'
In softer terms, someone who has

risen to the ranks of management must
learn to adapt his or her management
style and tailor it for each employee to
get the greatest performance out of
each unique staff person.
You can't manage from just one

method and expect it to work for every-
one. Instead, you need to find what
motivates each of your employees to
perform, and adapt your style and tech-
niques to foster their successes. You
also need to adjust your expectations,
as a manager, that you can't change
what motivates an individual employee.
Recognize and work within it, not
against it.
One final piece of advice: Don't use

the generational list of motivators as a
cookie-cutter solution. Again, not
everyone will reflect the characteristics
assigned to their generation. Like it or
not, the expectations, demands, and
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